Course Description
This workshop course (4 credit hours) focuses on the comprehensive plan making process. Comprehensive plans are critical planning documents that act as a statement of policy based on the future vision of a community. Traditionally this vision focused on land use and physical development but newer iterations of these plans address a much broader range of topics. This semester we will be helping the City of Urbana as they undertake a multi-year process of updating their comprehensive plan. Our tasks will be narrowly focused certain phases and aspects of the plan making process to include using initial public input to create scenarios for how the city and its neighborhoods might change or be sustained overtime. Students will apply concepts and skills from prior courses and work extensively in teams to engage with community members, stakeholders, and decision makers to compile, synthesize, and present information that will aid the City of Urbana in updating their comprehensive plan. The class is designed for learning by doing. There are no prerequisites and students will have ample opportunity to contribute in a variety of ways within the collaborative learning environment. We will work closely with City of Urbana planning staff to define our tasks, with the goal of contributing in a meaningful way to the plan making process, and in the process gaining a deeper understanding of planning through practice. Based on individual interests, students will be organized into teams and work on tasks that are identified during consultation with City of Urbana planning staff during the first two weeks of the semester. Potential tasks might include:

- Helping develop the city's "Future Land Use" map by creating scenarios and examples of typical land use characteristics for the city as a whole and for specific neighborhoods.
  - Developing definitions and visualizations of "complete neighborhoods" to include a "Neighborhood Form Guide."
  - Mapping neighborhoods by type - those to be "sustained" and those to be "nurtured."
- Creating a "Future Connections" map that visualizes aspirational transportation infrastructure.
- Continue community engagement with the King Park neighborhood on Urbana's north end to better understand the neighborhood goals and objectives.
- Continue developing a web-based ArcGIS tool (aka PaRIT) to better manage the ecosystem of plans and regulations applicable to specific geographic locations to aid in the plan making process.

Course Objectives
Throughout the semester, students will:

1. Become familiar with the basic purpose and principles of comprehensive plan making
2. Apply concepts and skills from prior courses to gain a deeper understanding of planning through practice
3. Engage with the local community to make a meaningful contribution “real world” planning efforts
4. Develop a higher level of executive function (i.e., the ability to get things done on time)
5. Improve the capacity to work in groups

Course Format
This is a workshop class meaning most class sessions will be work sessions. We will spend some time in the first few weeks discussing readings and background information before agreeing on the tasks to be completed during the remainder of the semester. These tasks will be group efforts. asks will include both project management and producing a quality work product for our client to use in their larger plan making process. As students working on a “real world” planning challenge, expect to spend time outside of class accomplishing the plan making tasks. Although some class periods will consist of team work on specific tasks, all students are expected to attend required class sessions in order to receive new instructions, hear status reports from other work groups, or to have team meetings with the instructor. The latter provide an opportunity to review the work plan, member responsibilities, and overall progress towards assigned tasks. If you are not able to attend a class session, please notify the instructor via email in advance.

Course Evaluation
Course evaluation will be based on completing assigned tasks and submitting a quality work product to our client. Most tasks will be group efforts worked on in teams. These tasks and timelines will be developed early in the semester and what is listed below are place holders that may change. Deliverables will include a mix of memos, reports, and presentations to members of the community, key stakeholders, planning staff, and decision makers.

Assignments:
- Individual Memo on Comprehensive Plan Making in the 21st Century (10%)
- Group assignments:
  - Weekly Update posts (12 total for 20%)
  - Group milestone memos:
    - Workplan (15%)
    - Assessment and reflection memo (20%)
    - Final report and presentation (35%)

Transformation of numerical grade to letter grade will be according to the schedule below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Numerical Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>93-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>90-92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87-89.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>77-79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>73-76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>70-72.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The general grading rubric for assignments is as follows:

An “A” assignment demonstrates original thought and synthesis of ideas and sophisticated, cogent analysis. It is clearly written and presented.

A “B” assignment includes above average analysis with appropriate evidence to support ideas. It is clearly written and presented.

A “C” assignment shows a basic level of understanding, with analysis limited to obvious arguments. Writing is competent. It is adequate work.

A “D” assignment misunderstands or misrepresents the material or is so poorly written that it obscures the analysis. It is inadequate work.

Readings
All readings will be available through the course Canvas site. Come to class on Monday ready to discuss the readings.

Course Policies
Student Conduct: From the University Student Code, Article 1, Part 3: Students enrolling in the University assume an obligation to conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the University’s function as an educational institution and suitable to members of the academic community. Students are responsible for knowing their rights and responsibilities as found in the student code at [http://www.admin.uiuc.edu/policy/code/index.html](http://www.admin.uiuc.edu/policy/code/index.html).

The effectiveness of this course is dependent upon the creation of an encouraging and safe classroom environment. Exclusionary, offensive or harmful speech (such as racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, etc.) will not be tolerated and in some cases subject to University harassment procedures. We are all responsible for creating a positive and safe environment where you and your peers can contribute without fear of ridicule or intolerant or offensive language.

Special Circumstances: Due to the participatory nature of this course, please communicate any expected or unexpected absences with the instructor as early as possible. Every effort will be made to work with students with unusual or unexpected obligations outside the course (family emergencies, health issues, participation in University sanctioned activities, etc.) Students with disabilities or special needs who require any accommodations to facilitate full participation and completion of the course should contact the instructor as soon as possible. Please refer to the Disability Resources and Educational Services at [http://www.disability.illinois.edu](http://www.disability.illinois.edu) for more information.

Safety and Security in the Classroom: Emergencies can happen anywhere and at any time. It is important that we take a minute to prepare for a situation in which our safety or even our lives could depend on our ability to react quickly. When we’re faced with any kind of emergency – like fire, severe weather or if someone is trying to hurt you – we have three options: Run, hide or fight. Please refer to the General Emergency Response Recommendations at
COVID-19 Policies and Expectations: Following University policy, all students are required to engage in appropriate behavior to protect the health and safety of the community. Please refer to the campus COVID-19 website for information. If you feel ill or are unable to come to class or complete class assignments due to issues related to COVID-19, including but not limited to testing positive yourself, feeling ill, caring for a family member with COVID-19, or having unexpected child-care obligations, you should contact the instructor immediately, and you are encouraged to copy your academic advisor.

Schedule and Required Readings
This is a tentative schedule that will change based on class discussions and discussions with staff at the City of Urbana.
Overall Timeline:
- Weeks 1 to 3: Background discussions on plan making and the comprehensive plan
- Week 4 to 5: Developing a work plan
- Weeks 6 to 13: Implementing work plan
- Week 14: Fall break
- Week 15 to 16: Presentations, course wrap up and next steps

Week 1: What is a comprehensive plan and why does it matter?
Readings:
- Urbana Comprehensive Plan Update Road Map & Comments to City Council
  - Substance
  - Role
  - Form

Assigned: Individual Memo on Comprehensive Plan Making in the 21st Century, Due 9/5

Week 2: Plan making and the comprehensive plan
Readings:
Readings:

- It’s Time to Move On From Community Consensus: Public meetings often disprove the notion that communities have a unified stance on any issue. With this in mind, we must move past trying to find consensus and focus on uplifting the most marginalized voices. [https://shelterforce.org/2020/09/04/community-consensus/](https://shelterforce.org/2020/09/04/community-consensus/)

Tools and resources:

- Community Engagement Tools [https://www.lgc.org/virtualengagement-tools/](https://www.lgc.org/virtualengagement-tools/)

Engagement in a pandemic:

Crossing the Digital Divide During COVID.

Additional Resources:

- Online Public Engagement
  (https://www.planning.org/knowledgebase/onlineengagement/)
- How COVID-19 Has Underscored the Digital Divide
  (https://www.planning.org/podcast/how-covid-19-has-underscored-the-digital-divide/)

Assigned: Group Workplan Memo, Due: 9/17

Week 4: Looking at Best Practices for Ideas
“Best practice” comprehensive plans:

- Rock Island
- Raleigh
  (https://www.raleighnc.gov/content/PlanDev/Documents/LongRange/ComprehensivePlan/2030CompPlanAmendedJuly2016.pdf)
- Austin
- Nashville
  (https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planning/docs/NashvilleNext/2017Update/next-volume1-ABCD-IntroWhyPlan_Amended2017.pdf)

Weeks 5 through 15 will consist of working on your chosen task the plan making process with weekly updates, a mid-term reflection, and a final report and presentation.

Assignments:

**Individual Memo on Comprehensive Plan Making in the 21st Century (10 points):**
Research contemporary approaches to comprehensive plans and plan making by contrasting and comparing the City of Urbana’s 2005 comprehensive plan (Links to an external site.) with one of the following plans that have been highlighted by APA as going beyond traditional approaches to comprehensive planning:

1. Seattle, Washington’s Seattle 2035
2. Houston, Texas’ Plan Houston
   (http://www.houstontx.gov/planhouston/ (Links to an external site.))
3. Boston, Massachusetts’ Imagine Boston 2030
   (boston.gov (Links to an external site.))
4. Raleigh, North Carolina’s 2030 Comprehensive Plan
   (raleighnc.gov/cp (Links to an external site.))
5. Portland, Oregon’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan
   (gov/bps/57352 (Links to an external site.))
(https://bouldercolorado.gov/services/boulder-valley-comprehensive-plan (Links to an external site.))

Pay attention to the plan purpose, organization, and plan making process, trying to answer the following in your memo:

- What is novel about the contemporary comprehensive plan (form, role, substance...)?
  - How is it organized (by element, values, issues...)?
  - What are some of the issues it addresses?
  - What are the key goals and objectives?
- How is it different than the 2005 Urbana plan?
- How is the traditional function of a comprehensive plan (guiding land use policy) addressed?
- How were any differences from traditional comprehensive plans accomplished?
  - Who led the plan making effort?
  - What were the challenges or obstacles?
  - How is the plan meant to be used or implemented?

Due: September 5th by 11:00am (before class and be prepared to discuss what you found)

Group Weekly Updates (2 points each for a total of 12): Weekly update discussion posts are a chance for groups to share what they are working on, get feedback, and think through next steps. Submit a new post every Friday by noon summarizing what your group as been up to. At a minimum, be sure to address the following:

- What did you accomplish this week?
- What are your next steps?
- What do you want to share with the other groups?
- What resources do you need (that you don’t have)?
- What roadblocks are you encountering (if any)?

Only one post per group per week is necessary. Include the group name and week number in the title of the post - e.g. Group Name Week #3. Each group will make 10 posts over the length of the semester. Dates for posts are:

- Week 3: due 9/9
- Week 4: due 9/16
- Week 5: due 9/23
- Week 6: due 9/30
- Week 7: due 10/7
- Week 8: due 10/14
- Week 9: due 10/21
- Week 10: due 10/28
- Week 11: due 11/4
- Week 12: due 11/11
- Week 13: due 11/18
- Week 15: due 12/2
Group Workplan Memo (15 points): Create a draft workplan that guides your group through completion of the community engagement task this semester. **The expectation is that this workplan will be revised throughout the semester as new information comes in and schedules are updated.**

There is no set format for a workplan but I suggest that at a minimum the workplan should include the following:

- Objectives or what you hope to accomplish and why
- Key tasks/milestones (e.g. engagement strategy, implementation plan, data collection...)
- Schedule (what are you doing and when)
- Roles and responsibilities (who is doing what in the group e.g. communications)
- Resources needed to complete the tasks (what do you need, what do you have, where will you get what you don't have...)
- Deliverables (weekly updates, milestone memos, final report...)
- Etc. (additional material should be added as needed or as is helpful to the group)

**Draft Due: September 16th by 5:00pm**

Group Progress Assessment and Reflection Memo (15 points): This memo will ask you to assess your progress mid-semester and propose course corrections as needed.

**Due: October 14th by 5:00pm**

Group Final Report and Presentation (30 points): Each group will produce a report that summarizes what was done, data collected, and a preliminary analysis of this data that can be used as input into the next phase of the plan making process.

**Due: December 5th to 7th (exact date to be determined)**